
21st Century Initiatives, 20th Century Heating System
Zach StrauchSports Editor As fall concludes in Western Montana, Hellgate students and staff are beginning to plan for coping with cold classrooms throughout the winter months.Several portions of the current building opened in 1908 may play a major role in why many of the heating issues in the school exist today, but there are a multitude of factors that contribute to the heating issues at Hellgate. Cold classrooms pose not only a major distraction to the learning environment for students but the teaching climate for instructors as well.Hellgate staff members say that the effects of undesirable classroom climate quality are visible in their students. Said science teacher Darcy Hover, "When it is too hot in the classroom, students become sluggish and are less able to focus on the task at hand."Many teachers have attempted to develop methods to combat these issues, but these methods have yielded no results or, in some cases, made matters worse. This was the case with social studies teacher Christine Hiller-Claridge, who said, "Some students fall asleep if the room gets too hot, so I try opening windows, but the wind strews materials all over as a result.”
Colleges, Trusts Divest From Fossil Fuels
Dylan MacArthur-Waltz Colleges acrossContent Editor the United States aredivesting their stocks in the fossil fuels ina movement aimed to promote sustainable energy industries.Divestment refers to a process of divesting, or removing, an institution’s investments in a certain industry. At campuses today, students are attempting to compel their universities to divest in the fossil fuels industry, and to reinvest in a more sustainable industry.But why should universities divest from (often lucrative) stocks in the fossil fuels industry and reinvest other, potentially less profitable stocks? Proponents of the movement to divest argue that universities are community institutions that have a moral duty to sponsor sustainable, "green" industries.There is a historical precedent to using universities’ investing power to create social change. In the 1980s, student protests caused most universities

across the United States to divest from companies operating in apartheid-ridden South Africa. Apartheid ended in South Africa in 1994, partly due to the financial pressure caused by divestment.Supporters of divestment argue that, as a way to support Earth-friendly industries, divestment is a strong and practical tool. While it may seem odd to think of a universities’ investing power as opposed to that of a corporation or mutual fund, most universities control sizeable endowments. Harvard University, for example, has an endowment of more than 30 billion dollars, giving it sizeable investing power. Across the United States, the richest 20 college endowments control more than 200 billion dollars of invested money. By divesting and reinvesting, proponents argue, universities can support new energy industries, and hobble fossil fuel industries by reducing the amount of money available to them.Divestment is not without opponents, however.At a recent divestment rally at the University of Montana, one anti-divestment protester, quoted by

It is seemingly a lose-lose situation, as the learning and teaching environments are impaired no matter what measures are taken to control classroom temperatures.Not only do undesirable classroom climates themselves pose as a distraction to students and teachers, but the systems put in place to control them are a hindrance as well. Math teacher Corey Lind has had experiences with these issues. He said, "I have had a valve on the heat register in my room hum non-stop for a year. The only thing that would stop the humming was beating on the register.” Considering that most students come to Hellgate to receive a quality educational experience, why are teachers like Lind having to take matters into their own hands regarding something as vital to the learning environment as classroom temperature?The issues at Hellgate concerning undesirable classroom conditions undoubtedly have the most widespread effects on students. Senior Shay Caldwell has experienced issues with temperatures throughout the school. She said, "Last year 1 wmre mittens every day during the winter because it got so cold. At one point it wasso bad that I couldn’t even type in the “Heating continued on page 2
the Missoulian, said: "We think the UM Foundation should be free to invest wherever it thinks it will be most beneficial for the endowment fund, and that we shouldn’t be damning the fossil fuels that sustain all our lives." Opponents of “Divestment” continued on page 2


